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This paper (along with most of [25c]) is a revised version of an 
unpublished mimeographed manuscript entitled “On quasi-com- 
plemented subspaces and subalgebras of Banach spaces.” Quasi- 
complementation problems are essentially concerned with inseparable 
Banach spaces. Yet certain of the techniques we developed to deal 
with these problems have considerable relevance to separable Banach 
spaces, and are perhaps more interesting in their own right than in 
their application to quasi-complementation results. Thus in revision, 
the material on totally incomparable Banach spaces that is of 
independent interest has been given in [25c], and that on compactness 
of operators between D’(p) spaces has been placed in the present 
Appendix, which may be read independently of the remainder of 
the paper. (The main result of the Appendix is the determination of 
when every bounded linear operator from a subspace of L@(p) to L’(V) 
is compact, where the variables p and r range over [l, co] and the 
variables p and v range over measures purely atomic or not purely 
atomic.) An announcement of some of the results of this paper and 
[25c] has appeared in [2.5]. Theorems 2.1, 2.4, 1 of [25c], 2.9, 2.1 I(c), 
3.5, 3.1 and Corollaries 2.5, 3 of [25c], and 3.2 are extensions of 
Theorems 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10 and Corollaries 6, 3, 5, and 7 of [25], 
respectively. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a (real or complex) Banach space, and 
B a closed linear subspace of X. B is said to be quasi-complemented 
if there exists a closed linear submanifold D of B such that 
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B n D = {O}, with B + D dense in X. (Such a submanifold D is 
called a quasi-complement for B). 
Throughout this paper as in [25c], the term “subspace” shall refer to 
a closed, in$nite-dimensional linear submanifold. 
When X is separable, every subspace of X is quasi-complemented 
(Mackey [18], Murray [I9]). L in d enstrauss has extended Murray’s 
results to show that every subspace of X is quasi-complemented, if 
X is reflexive [Z2]; recently he has generalized this to show that if 
X, is a subspace of X, such that Xi contains a weakly compact set 
whose linear span is dense in Xi for i = 1, 2; then X, is quasi- 
complemented (c.f. [IS]). 
In [12], Lindenstrauss asks whether or not c,, is quasi-complemented 
in 1”) and in [14], he proves that c,,(r) is not quasi-complemented in 
l”(r) if r is uncountable. 
The main result of our first section is that cO is quasi-complemented 
in 1” (Theorem 1.7). This answers in the negative a question raised 
by Bade [I]. (See also Bade (Theorem 2.6 of [I]) and the sceond remark 
following Theorem 3.5 below, for some of the properties of a quasi- 
complement of c,,). We obtain stronger results in later sections; for 
example Theorem 2.9 implies that every separable subspace of 1” 
is quasi-complemented. We give a separate argument for the case of cO 
because the method of proof seems more elementary than that 
required for the later results, and also provides motivation for their 
proofs. We also develop in Section 1, preliminary results useful in the 
rest of our work. For example we give a relatively self-contained 
argument in Proposition 1.5, thatLr(G) contains a subspace isomorphic 
to a Hilbert space for G a compact abelian group. 
All of our quasi-complementation results follow from the general 
criterion given in Theorem 2.1, where we prove that if A is a subspace 
of X with a weak* separable dual such that its annihilator contains 
a reflexive subspace, then A is quasi-complemented. (The reader 
should note that throughout this paper, the symbol “A” always denotes 
a subspace of a Banach space such that A* is separable in the weak* 
topology.) The proof of Theorem 2.1 makes use of the results and 
techniques given by Bessaga and Pelczynski in [3]. 
Many of the results in Section 2 that imply that A is quasi-com- 
plemented in X, depend on the way in which the Banach space A 
is imbedded in X. Thus, suppose X = C(S) for some compact 
Hausdorff space S. Then A is quasi-complemented if C(S)/A is 
isomorphic to a conjugate space (Theorem 2.4)) or if A is contained 
in a closed ideal of infinite codimension and S contains no non- 
constant convergent sequences (Corollary 2.6). The final result of 
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Section 2, Theorem 2.12, implies that if G is a separable, noncompact 
locally compact abelian group, the spaces of almost-periodic and 
uniformly continuous functions on G are quasi-complemented in the 
spaces of uniformly continuous and bounded continuous functions 
on G respectively. 
In Theorems 2.9-2.11 and in most of the results of Section 3, 
we obtain quasi-complementation results based on the linear topo- 
logical properties of the Banach space A alone, and not on the way 
in which A is imbedded in X. In the cited results of Section 2, this 
is accomplished by assuming that X = C(S) for some S, and then 
showing that if A has certain properties, the annihilator of the 
conjugation-closed subalgebra generated by A always contains a 
reflexive subspace. For example, in Theorem 2.9 we obtain that A 
is quasi-complemented if the unit ball of A* is weak* sequentially 
compact and S contains no nonconstant convergent sequences. 
In the third section, this is accomplished by using the concept of 
totally incomparable Banach spaces, developed in [25c]. Using 
Corollary 3 of the latter reference, we show in Corollary 3.3 that if X* 
contains an inseparable reflexive subspace, then every separable 
subspace of X is quasi-complemented. Our Proposition 3.4 shows 
that X = I” satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 3.3, and implies 
the side result that there is a quotient of I” isomorphic to an inseparable 
Hilbert space. In Theorem 3.1 we apply the results of [25c] and the 
Appendix to show that A C C(S) is quasi-complemented provided 
that for some p with 1 < p < co, A is a continuous linear image of 
some subspace of Lp, where S is a compact Hausdorff space. The final 
result of the paper, Theorem 3.5, applies totally incomparable spaces 
to obtain a partial converse to the general criterion given in Theorem 
2.1. 
Since writing the first version of this paper, we have succeeded in 
proving that every subspace of I” is quasi-complemented. In fact, 
suppose the Banach space X satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) X is not reflexive 
(b) There exists a compact HausdorR F-space S such that X 
is a continuous linear image of C(S). 
Then we have proved that I” is a continuous linear image of X. 
(The proof of this result is sketched in Theorem 6 of [25b].) It then 
follows that if B is a subspace of X, BI is finite dimensional, reflexive, 
or contains an isomorph of (Zm)* which in turn contains a reflexive 
subspace; hence if B* is weak* separable, B is quasi-complemented, 
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by Theorem 2.1 below. In particular, if X satisfies (a) and (b) and 
X* is weak* separable, then every subspace of X is quasi-comple- 
mented (cf. Theorem 9 of [25b]). 
Special cases of the above result are proved in the present work, 
in Corollaries 2.3 and 2.5 and in Theorem 2.10 and 2.11. The methods 
used here are different and seem more elementary, and we do obtain 
some additional information in 2.3, 2.10, and 2.11 (c.f. the remarks 
following the proofs of 2.3 and 2.11 below). Of course X = L” satisfies 
(a) and (b) above; Corollary 2.5, which asserts that every weak* closed 
subspace of L” is quasi-complemented, thus follows from the more 
recent results. (In the present work, regarding L” as (Ll)*, 2.5 is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4). 
We have also proved in Theorem 2 of [25b] that if X satisfies (a) 
and (b) where S may in addition be chosen to be a-Stonian, then X 
contains an isomorph of I”; in particular this holds of every infinite 
dimensional injective Banach space. These more recent results have 
been announced with sketches of proofs in [Eb]; detailed proofs and 
extensions of them will form the subject of a subsequent paper. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
We follow [q for the most part. We shall mean by a Banach 
(Hilbert) space, an infinite dimensional complete real or complex 
normed (inner product) space. (See the Introduction for the definition 
of the term “subspace”). 
A subspace B of a Banach space X is said to be complemented if 
there exists a closed submanifold D such that D A B = {0} and 
B + D = X. (D is then called a complement for B). 
If X and 2 are Banach spaces and T : X -+ Y is a linear map, then 
T is said to be an isomorphism (resp. an isometry) if T is a one-to-one 
bicontinuous (resp. norm-preserving) map from X onto Y. Two 
Banach spaces are thus said to be isomorphic (resp. isometric) if 
there exists an isomorphism (resp. isometry) mapping one onto the 
other. 
A sequence (xn) in a Banach space B is called a basis for B, if for 
every x E B there exists a unique sequence of scalars 01~ , 01~ ,... with 
x = c;=l aax,. 
If X and Y are Banach spaces, X @ Y denotes the direct sum of X 
and Y. Thus, X @ Y = {(x, y) : x E X and y E Y}, and X @ Y is 
a Banach space under the norm 11(x, y)II = 11 x jl + ]I y II. 
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If X is a Banach space, X* denotes its dual. If B C X or if Y C X*, 
BL={f~X*:f(b) =OforallbEB) 
YL = (x E X : y(x) = 0 for all y d Y}. 
A topological space is said to be separable if it contains a countable 
dense subset. The weak* topology on X* is the X-topology on X*, in 
the terminology of [4]. (W e remind the reader that if X is separable 
or if X is isomorphic to the dual of a separable space, then X* is 
weak* separable; moreover, if X* is weak* separable and B is a 
subspace of X, then B* is weak* separable, since B” is a weak*- 
continuous image of X*). 
If K is a locally compact Hausdorff space, C(K) denotes the space 
of all bounded (real or complex valued) continuous functions on K. 
S denotes an infinite compact Hausdorff space; S is said to be 
Stonian (resp. an F-space) if disjoint open (resp. open F,,) subsets of 
S have disjoint closures. (c.f. chapter 14 of [5] for properties of F- 
spaces.) 
X is called a Grothendieck space if weak* convergent sequences 
in X* are weakly convergent. (We recall that if 5’ is an F-space, C(S) 
is a Grothendieck space). 
If r is a set, Z”(r) denotes the space of all bounded scalar-valued 
functions defined on r, c,,(r) its subspace of functions which are 
arbitrarily small off of finite sets. (Thusf E c,(r) if and only if for all 
E > 0, there exists a finite subset /l of r, such that If(x)1 < E for 
all x F$ (1). N denotes the natural numbers, Z”(N) and c,(N) are 
denoted by I” and c0 respectively. /3N denotes the Stone-Cech 
compactification of N; we recall that PN is a Stonian space, and that 
I” may be identified with C(pN). 
If G is a compact abelian group,L’(G) denotes the spaceLl(G, g’, CL), 
where 99 is the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of G, and p is the Haar 
measure such that p(G) = 1. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND A PROOF THAT c,, 
IS QUASI-COMPLEMENTED IN I" 
We assemble here some preliminary observations needed later. 
Proposition 1.3 and Corollary 1.6 are known (and Propositions 1.4 and 
1.5 are probably known), but we include brief proofs for the sake of 
completeness. 
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LEMMA 1.1. B is quasi-complemented in X if and only if there exists 
a weak* closed linear submanifold Y of X* such that 
YnW = YlnB =(O). 
(In fact, Y has these properties if and only if YJ- is a quasi-complement 
for A). 
Proof. Suppose first that Y satisfies the above properties. It 
suffices to show that (Y-L + B)l = {O>, by the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
Now if FE(Yl+ B)l, then FE Yll n Bl. Since Y is assumed 
weak* closed; YJ-1 = Y so F = 0. 
Conversely, if D is a quasi-complement for B, then setting Y = D, 
we have that Y n Bl = (0) since B + D is dense in X; of course; 
YJ- = DlJ- = D by the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If Y is a reflexive subspace of X*, then Y is 
weak * closed. 
Proof. Let S = (r E Y : 11 y Ij < l}, r the weak topology on S, 
and -y* the weak* topology on S. Let I : (S, r) --t (S, 7*) be 
the identity map. I is of course continuous; since Y is reflexive, 
(S, r) is a compact topological space. Hence I(S) is 9” compact. 
Thus S is weak* compact, so S is weak* closed. Hence by the Krein- 
Smulian theorem (c.f. page 429 of [4]), Y is closed. 
Remarks. I. We thus obtain the following linear-topological 
characterization of reflexive Banach spaces: Y is reflexive if and only 
iffor all Banach spaces X, ~$2 is a subspace of X* isomorphic to Y, then 
Z is weak* closed. To see why the “if” statement is true, suppose x 
is the canonical imbedding of Y in Y**. Then x(Y) is weak* dense 
in Y**, and x is an isometry. Thus if x(Y) is weak* closed, Y is 
reflexive. 
2. It also follows that if Y is reflexive, then Y is isomorphic to a 
subspace of X* if and only if there exists a continuous linear map 
from X onto Y*. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If S contains an injinite perfect subset, then 
there exists a continuous map from S onto [0, l] (the closed unit interval). 
Proof. CaII a subset of S nice if it is infinite compact and perfect. 
We note that a nice set contains two disjoint nice subsets. 
So let E,l and El2 be disjoint nice subsets of S. Assume that the 
nice sets Enl, EN2,..., Ez have been defined. For each j with 1 < j < 2”, 
let Eiy. and Ezcl be disjoint nice subsets of E,j. 
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For each n, put F, = ujLl E nj, and set F = nz%, F, . Since for all 
n, F, is closed with F’, 3 F,,, , F is a non-empty compact subset of S. 
Define yn. on F, as the characteristic function of the set uf;’ L?ij n F. 
Since this set is a relatively open subset of F, y’n is continuous on F. 
Now define # : F -+ [0, l] by $(x) = C,“=, (~,(x)/2~). Then 4 is a 
continuous function mapping F onto [0, I]. Finally, choose by the 
Tietze extension theorem a continuous function y : S -+ [0, I] such 
that y = Z,IG on F. Then y has the desired properties. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let S and F be compact Hausdor# spaces, and 
suppose v is a continuous map from S onto F. Then if v is a jinite positive 
Bore1 measure on F, there exists a jinite positive Bore1 measure p on S 
such that Ll(F, aF, v) is isometric to a subspace of Ll(S, gs , p) (where 
gs and .%YF denote the Bore1 subsets of S and F respectively). 
We thus obtain that L’(F, ~23~) v  is isometric to a subspace of C(S)*. 
Proof. Let @ : C(F) + C(S) be defined by Q(g) = g 0 q for all 
g E C(F). We note that 1 Q(g)1 = @(I g I), and @(I,) = II, where 
I,(x) = 1 for all x E K. Moreover, @ isometrically imbeds C(F) into 
C(S)* 
We may assume without loss of generality that v(F) = 1. By the 
Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation theorems, there exists a 
(possibly complex) Bore1 measure p on S, with 11 TV 11 = 1, such that 
jF&) d44 = j, @(g)(s) 444 
for all g E C(F). 
Now 
/L(S) = j QFdv = 1. 
S 
Q,d, = j 
F 
Hence since II p I/ = 1, p must indeed be real-valued, and in fact 
positive. 
Now let 2 be the subset of L1( ) v consisting of (equivalence classes) 
of functions in C(F), and define T : 2 -+ L1(p) by Tj-g] = [@g] for all 
[g] E 2. (Here [g] (resp. [@g]) denotes the equivalence class containing 
g in Ll(v) (resp. containing G(g) in Ll(p)). Then 
II ~klllm = j-, I @Cd dp 
= 
s @(I g I) 4 s 
= I F I g I dv = llklll~w . 
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Thus T is a linear norm-preserving map defined on a dense linear 
submanifold of Ll(v), so T extends to a norm-preserving linear map 
defined on all of Ll(v). Q.E.D. 
We shall use the next result to show in Proposition 3.4 that if S 
is large enough, e.g. if S is Stonian, C(S)* contains an isomorph of an 
inseparable Hilbert space. (cf. also [27] for a result similar to 
Proposition 1.5. for the case where G below is the circle group). 
DEFINITION. Let r be an abelian multiplicative group and A a 
subset of I’. A is said to be pairwise independent if given any four 
distinct elements y1 , yz , y3 , y4 of 4 w2 # y3y4 . 
Now let G be a compact abelian group with normalized Haar 
measure p, r the dual group of G, A an infinite pairwise independent 
subset of r, and A’ = {y-l : y E A and y-l 4 A>. Let 3 denote the 
closed linear span of A u A’ in Ll(G). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. B (resp. the real parts of the members of B) is 
isomorphic to a complex (resp. real) Hilbert space of dime&on equal to 
the cardinality of A. 
We remind the reader that r is defined as the set of continuous 
homomorphisms of G into the circle group; its elements are called 
characters. In addition to the obvious fact that r is an abelian group 
under pointwise multiplication with identity equal to llc and y-l 
defined by y-l(x) = y(x) f or all y 6 r, we use only the fact that r 
is an orthonormal set in L2(G). 
Proof of Proposition 1.5. For H a subset of I’, let S, denote the 
linear span of H (over the complex numbers). 
We first show that there exists a constant C such that if P E SA 
j I P I4 dp < C2 (j I P I2 dp)l, 
Let P E S,, . We may choose n distinct elements of II, yr ,..., yn 
and complex scalars a, ,..., a, such that P(x) = X:=1 airi( Then 
P”(x) = 2 C aiajr,rj(x) + i a&i”(x). 
ixi i=l 
Since A is pairwise independent, the characters yiyi are all distinct 
58014/2-2 
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for 1 < i < j < n. Using this and the Schwartz inequality, we obtain 
= 2 (1 / U& lay2 + f I Qi I2 
icl i=l 
< (d/z + 1) i I a, I2 = (d/z + 1) j I Z’ I2 dp. 
i=l 
Thus we may set C = 1/Z + 1. (If we had imposed the stronger 
condition on A, that for any four elements 
Yl ,.**9 Y4 v YlY2 = Y3Y4 * {Yl 7 Y2) = (Y3 9 Y43, 
we could choose C = d/2). 
Next we claim that if P E S,,,, , 
j I P I4 dp < 4C2 (j I P I2 dp)2. 
Indeed, if P E S,,,, , we may set P = PI + P2 where PI E S, and 
P2 E S,f . Now A’ is disjoint from A and evidently pairwise independent 
also. Thus we obtain that 
II P/I4 G II PI II4 + II p2 II4 
G c1’2(ll PI II2 + II p2 112) 
< 42 c”2(ll PI II; + II pz lW2 
= 42 Cl’2 11 PI + P2 j/2 = d/z Cl’2 jl P II? . 
Finally, fix P E S,,,, . Then by Holders inequality, 
j I P 12 dp = j I P 12’3 1P4 /1’3 dp 
+‘Id~)ai~(jlPl~4$‘~ 
< (j 1 P 1 dp)a’3 (2C)a’3 (j I P I2 dp)“’ 
or (J I P la 4~)~‘~ = II P II2 < 2C J I P I 4 = 2C II P II1 .
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It follows that the same inequality holds for all P E B; and hence B 
is actually a closed subset of L2, and the L1 and L2 norms are equivalent 
on B. Now A u A’ is an orthonormal basis for B in the L2 norm, and 
the cardinality of A is the same as the cardinality of A u A’ since A 
is infinite. Hence, the result is proved for the complex scalars. 
However, B contains all of its real parts, and the real parts of the 
members of A are dense in this set. Moreover, since A is pairwise 
independent set, there are at most two elements, y,, and ‘y~r, such that 
y,, # rol, yet y,, and r;r E A. The real parts of A (or of A - (yO} if 
y0 exists) are then an orthogonal basis for the real Hilbert space 
consisting of the real parts of B in L2 norm, so the proof of Proposition 
1.5 is complete. 
COROLLARY 1.6. If S contains an infinite perfect subset, then C(S)* 
contains an isomorph of Hilbert space. 
Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 1.4, L1[O, l] is isometric to a 
subspace of C(S)*. Regarding [0, 1) as an abelian group under 
addition mod 1, the set of characters 
(1 = {m : m(x) = ezniznz for all x E [0, 1); n = 1,2,...) 
is an infinite pairwise independent set, so by Proposition 1.5, real 
or complex L1[O, 1) contains an isomorph of Hilbert space, and 
hence so does C(S)*. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.7. c,, is quasi-complemented in I”. 
Proof. co-!- may be identified with C(/3N - N)*, and BN IV N 
is an infinite perfect compact Hausdorff space. Hence by Corollary 
1.5, there exists a subspace HI of cOl, isomorphic to (separable) 
Hilbert space. Let pr, p2 ,... be a basis for HI, equivalent to an 
orthonormal basis for Hilbert space, with ]I pn 11 = 1 for all 12. Thus we 
may choose constants 6, K > 0 such that 
holds for all m and all scalars 0~~ ,..., a, . 
Now for each n E N, let 6, be the functional on I” such that 
S,(f) = f(n) for all f E I”, and let H be the norm-closed linear span 
of $%in + P n : n E N>. Noting that 6, (resp. pn) may be regarded as 
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a measure on N (resp. j3N N N), we have that given m and scalars 
(111 ,***, %n , 
It follows that H is isomorphic to Hilbert space, whence H is weak* 
closed in (1”)” by Proposition 1.2. 
Now HJ- n c0 = (0); indeed, iffE cs n HL, then (pn + (&)/n)(f) = 
0 for all n; but fixing n, p,(f) = 0, so (8,/n)(f) = (f(n))/n = 0. 
Hence f(n) = 0 for all n, so f = 0. 
Finally, H n c,, 1 = (0); for if y E H n cOJ-, there exist scalars 
a1 3 a2 ,--* with C,“=, / 01% I2< CO, such that y = C,“=, an(pn. + (&J/n). 
Since pn E c,,I for all n, we have that y - C,“=, cyan belongs to cOl, thus 
c %w/~ E co 1. Fix the integer 2, and let e, be the function on N 
defined by e,(m) = 6,“. Then &., o1,(S,/k)) e, = a&z = 0. Hence 
% = 0 for all n, so y = 0. Thus by Lemma 1.1, HI is a quasi- 
complement for co . Q.E.D. 
2. THE BASIC CRITERION 
For the remainder of this paper, we shall assume that A is a subspace 
of the Banach space X such that A* is weak* separable. 
All our quasi-complementation results are consequences of the 
following criterion (c.f. Theorem 3.5 below for a partial converse): 
THEOREM 2.1. If A-L contains a reflexive subspace, then A is 
quasi-complemented. 
Proof. By the Hahn-Banach theorem and the weak* separability 
of A*, we may choose g, , g, ,... in X* with 11 g, 11 = 1 for all n, such 
that (gi : i E N)I n A = {O}. 
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Leaving the g,‘s temporarily, since every Banach space contains 
a subspace with a basis (c.f. C. 3: of [3]), we may choose a reflexive 
subspace of A* with a basis (b,) such that 11 b, 11 = 1 for all n. It then 
follows from a theorem of Banach that we may choose a constant K 
such that for any integer n and scalars a1 ,... , oi, , 
Now let R, equal the norm-closed linear span of 
lb” + (&)& : i = 1,2,.../. 
Now Theorem 1 of [3] shows that for any scalars cyl , az ,..., C or,b, 
converges if and only if C or,@, + [1/(2w+lK)] g,J converges. It 
follows that R, is isomorphic to the closed linear span of the b,‘s, so 
R, is also reflexive. 
Finally by Murray’s theorem (c.f. [19]), R, n A-L is quasi-com- 
plemented in R, . Thus we may choose R a closed linear submanifold 
of R, such that R n Al = {0} and such that R + (R, n A*) is 
norm-dense in R, . Since R C R, , R is reflexive, whence R is weak* 
closed by Proposition 1.2. Thus by Lemma I. 1, to complete the proof 
we need only show that RI n A = (0). So let x ERJ- n A. Then 
y(x) = 0 for all y E (R, n Al) + R. Hence y(x) = 0 for all y E R, . 
Thus (bi + [1/(2”+lK)] gi) (x) = [ga/(2i+1K)] (x) = 0 for all i (recall 
that bi E Al for all i). Hence gi(x) = 0 for all i, so x = 0. Q.E.D 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be a Grothendieck space. Then either A is 
quasi-complemented, or there exists a Grothendieck space with no 
quasi-complemented separable subspaces. 
Proof. Suppose that A is not quasi-complemented. Then Al 
has no reflexive subspaces. Now let Y = X/A. Then Y is an infinite 
dimensional Grothendieck space, and Y* has no reflexive subspaces. 
Suppose B were a quasi-complemented separable subspace of Y, 
with D as a quasi-complement. Then letting 7r be the projection map 
of Y onto Y/D, rr 1 B is one-to-one with dense range. Hence Y/D is 
separable and infinite dimensional. Letting U = (b E D-L: 11 b 11 < I}, 
we thus obtain that U is compact metrizeable in the weak* topology, 
so U is weak* sequentially compact; since Y is a Grothendieck space, 
U is weakly sequentially compact, and hence by Eberlein’s theorem, 
DJ- is reflexive, a contradiction. 
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Remarks. 
1. The last two lines of the above proof constitute the well-known 
argument for the fact that every separable Grothendieck space is 
reflexive. This fact along with Theorem 2.1 shows immediately that 
if X is a Grothendieck space, and if there exists a subspace B such that 
A C B C X with X/B separable and of infinite dimension, then A is 
quasi-complemented. Of course, such a space B exists if and only 
if A’ contains a reflexive subspace. 
2. It seems to be an open question if every Banach space B has a 
quasi-complemented separable subspace. We remark that B has this 
property t.. and only if there exists a bounded linear map from B onto 
a separable Banach space. (The proof of the “if” part uses Mackey’s 
result [18].) 
3. If x = C(S), f or some S and A satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.1, the quasi-complement 2 resulting from the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 cannot be a complement for A. Indeed, we have that ZI 
is reflexive; if A + 2 = C(S), we then obtain that A* is isomorphic 
to Z*, so A must be reflexive. But no reflexive subspace of C(S) is 
complemented (c.f. Theorem 4, p. 494 of [4]). As was pointed out to 
us by W.G. Bade, we then obtain that there exists a Banach space Y 
and a one-to-one bounded linear map from Y onto a dense proper subset 
of C(S). Indeed, weset Y = A@Zanddefine T: A@Z+C(S) 
by T(a, x)) = a + z for all a E A and z E 2. 
We shall show later that any S has this property, by proving the 
stronger result in Corollary 3.2 that every C(S) contains a quasi- 
complemented uncomplemented subspace. We remark for now that 
if S contains an infinite perfect set, we may choose a subspace A of 
C(S) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Indeed, by Corollary 
1.6, there exists a subspace H of C(S)* isomorphic to Hilbert space. 
Then HI is necessarily infinite dimensional, and we may take A to be 
any separable subspace of HJ-. 
4. In certain circumstances, the fact that our proof yields quasi- 
complements with reflexive annihilators, is not entirely accidental. 
If X is a Grothendieck space and A is a quasi-complemented separable 
subspace, then any quasi-complement for A must have a reflexive 
annihilator (c.f. the second remark following Theorem 3.5 below). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let X = l”(r) for some infinite set r. Then A is 
isomorphic to a quasi-complemented subspace. In particular, every 
subspace of I” is isomorphic to a quasi-complemented subspace. 
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Proof. This is a fairly immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 and 
the fact that Z”(r) is isomorphic to Z”(r) @ Z”(r). Let i : Z”(F) + 
Z”(P) @ Z”(F) be defined by i(f) = (f, 0) for all f E Z”(F), and let 
T be an isomorphism from Z”(r) @ Z”(r) onto Z”(r). Then T 0 i 1 A 
is evidently an isomorphism between A and T 0 i(A). Now 
[T 0 i(P(r)]’ - [i(Zm(F))]” N (loo(r))*, 
where “N” denotes “is isomorphic to”. Since (Z”(r))* contains a 
reflexive subspace and [T 0 i(A)]1 r> [T 0 i(Zm(I’))]‘, the assertion 
follows from Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The proof of Corollary 2.3 shows that if S contains an 
infinite perfect subset, C(S) is isomorphic to C(S) @ C(S), and 
X = C(S), then A is isomorphic to a quasi-complemented subspace. 
Thus if S has the above properties and C(S)* is weak* separable, 
a non-quasi-complemented subspace of C(S) (if such exists) cannot 
be determined by its linear topological properties alone. 
The next result of this section together with its corollary, gives a 
fairly large class of quasi-complemented subspaces of C(S). It is a 
rather simple consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the results in [3] and 
WI. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X = C(S) f or some S, A of infinite codimension, 
and suppose that C(S)/A is isomorphic to a conjugate space. Then every 
subspace of A is quasi-complemented in X. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to prove that under these 
hypotheses, Al contains a reflexive subspace. 
Now if C(S)/A is reflexive, so is its dual, which is isomorphic to Al. 
If C(S)/A is not reflexive, then the quotient map from C(S) onto 
C(S)/A is not weakly compact. Hence by Theorem 5 of [22], C(S)/A 
contains a subspace isomorphic to c,, . Since we have assumed that 
C(S)/A is isomorphic to a conjugate space, it then follows from 
Theorem 4 of [3] that C(S)/A contains a subspace isomorphic to I”. 
Now I” is an injective Banach space, which means that any subspace 
of a Banach space B, isomorphic to I”, is complemented in B (c.f. [21] 
and the references given there, for other properties of injective 
Banach spaces). Thus (I”)* is isomorphic to a subspace of (C(S)/A)*, 
so in this case A-L contains a subspace isomorphic to Hilbert space, 
by Corollary 1.6. Q.E.D. 
Remark. As was pointed out to us by Lindenstrauss, if S contains 
no infinite perfect subsets, no infinite dimensional quotient of C(S) 
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can be isomorphic to a conjugate space. Indeed, this follows from our 
proof, since it is known (c.f. [22]) that for such spaces S, C(S)* 
contains no reflexive subspaces. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If B is a weak” closed subspace of I” (with respect 
to l), or of L”[O, l] (with respect to L1[O, 11) of in$nite codimension, 
then every subspace of B is quasi-complemented in 1” (resp. in L”[O, 11). 
Proof. Let Y = I or Ll[O, 11. Since Y is separable, (Y*)* and 
hence B* is weak* separable. Now Y* is isometric to C(S) for some 
S, and Y*/B is isometric to (Bl)* (here BI is a subspace of Y). 
Hence the result follows immediately from Theorem 2.4. 
APPLICATIONS OF THE CRITERION TO 
CONJUGATION CLOSED SUBALGEBRA? OF C(S) 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let S contain no nonconstant convergent sequences, 
and I a closed ideal in C(S) f * ji t o zn nz e codimension. Then if A C I, A is 
quasi-complemented in C(S). 
Proof. It is well known that there exists a closed subset K of S 
such that 
I = (fE C(S) :f(K) = (0)). 
Since I is of infinite codimension, K must be infinite. The set of 
cluster points of K will then be an infinite perfect set, since S contains 
no non-constant convergent subsequences. Thus C(K)* contains a 
subspace isomorphic to Hilbert space, by Corollary 1.6. But I-’ may 
be identified with C(K)*, so this also follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 
For the remainder of this section we shall be concerned with 
conjugation-closed subalgebras of C(S) for some S. The following 
proposition will be a useful tool in showing that the annihilators of 
certain subalgebras contain reflexive subspaces. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let K and S be compact Hausdorfl spaces, 
y a continuous map from S onto K, and 
Y = {h E C(S) : there exists a g E C(K) with h = g o p}. 
Then if there exists a p E K such that v-l@} contains an infinite perfect 
subset, Yl contains a subspace isomorphic to Hilbert space. Consequently 
if A C Y, A is quasi-complemented in C(S). 
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 1.6 that we 
may choose a regular finite Bore1 measure p supported on p)-‘(p} 
and a subspace H, of L+) such that Hi is isomorphic to Hilbert 
space. We now let 
H = /f~ HI : Jjd/~ = 01. 
H is a subspace of HI of codimension one, and so is also isomorphic 
to Hilbert space. But H C Yl. Indeed, if f E H and y E Y, choose 
g E C(K) such that y = g 0 p. Then 
Thus if A C Y, Al contains a reflexive subspace, so A is quasi- 
complemented by Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 
The following result and the definitions and notations given below 
shall be employed in the three results immediately following. It is a 
product of a stimulating conversation between William Veech and 
the author, and shall be used to obtain quasi-complementation 
results for subspaces from those for subalgebras. 
Let S be fixed, B a fixed subspace of C(S), and Y the uniformly 
closed, conjugation-closed subalgebra of C(S) generated by B and 
Qs . (This is to hold over either the real or complex scalars.) We 
define y : S + B * by y(s)(b) = b(s) for all se S and b E B. v,(S) is 
thus a compact subset of the unit ball of B* in the weak* topology. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. y = {A! o Y : g E ww. 
Proof. Define @ : C(y(S)) + C(S) by @(g) = g o v for all 
g E C(dW @ is a linear isometry from C(v(S)) onto a closed, 
conjugation-closed subalgebra of C(S) containing B. (Indeed, if 
b E B, then for all s, s’ in S, b(s) = b(s’) if cp(s) = I, so we may 
define a function g on v(S) by g(v(s)) = b(s) for all s E S. g is 
continuous by the definition of the weak* topology, and of course 
b = @t&9*) 
Thus, @(C(y(S))) 3 Y. Now @-l : @(C(F(S))) -+ C(q(S)) is again 
an isometric and algebraic isomorphism. But then @-r(Y) is a point- 
separating closed conjugation-closed subalgebra of C(v( S)) containing 
the constants. Hence @-l(Y) = C(y(S)) by the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem, so 
y = @mv)N. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. It follows that 
Y = {f E C(S) : f(s) = f(d) for all S, 
s’ in s such that b(s) = b(d) for all b E B). 
Indeed, Y is contained in this set. But iff belongs to this set; we may 
define a function g on y(S) by g(v(s)) = f(s) for all s E S. Using the 
compactness of S, the continuity off, and the definition of the weak* 
topology in B’, it follows that g is continuous. Of course then 
@(g) = f and @(g) E Y. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose that S contains no nonconstant convergent 
sequences, and A C C(S) is such that the unit ball of A* is sequentially 
compact in the weak* topology. Then A is quasi-complemented. Thus in 
particular, any separable subspace of C(S) is quasi-complemented. 
Proof. Setting B = A in Proposition 2.8, we have that ~-~{p> 
contains an infinite perfect set for some p E v(S). Indeed; F(S) must 
be infinite since otherwise A would be of finite dimension. v(S) is 
contained in the unit ball of A*, hence there exists a point p E y(S) 
and a sequence (s,J of elements in S with y(sJ -+ p and v(sJ # p 
all n. Then the set of cluster points of {sn : n = 1, 2,...} must be an 
infinite perfect set contained in v-l(p). Thus this follows from 
Proposition 2.7. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. 
1. If C(S) is a Grothendieck space, then as is well-known, S 
contains no nonconstant convergent sequences. (Indeed; if x, -+ x, 
x, # x all n, the sequence of measures (6, - &.J~=r converges weak* 
but not weakly to zero.) Thus we obtain that every separable subspace 
of C(S), and in particular of Z”(r) for any infinite set r, is quasi- 
complemented. 
2. We show in the proof ofTheorem3.5 that if C(S)is aGrothendieck 
space and A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.9, then any quasi- 
complement for A must have a reflexive annihilator. (See also the 
second remark following Theorem 3.5, for some properties of a 
quasi-complement for A in this case.) 
3. We are indebted to William Veech for the idea of obtaining 
quasi-complements for subspaces from quasi-complements for 
subalgebras. Our original proof of the fact that every separable 
subspace of 1 Oc is quasi-complemented, used the ideas developed in 
Section 3 of this paper (c.f. Theorem 8 of [24). 
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THEOREM 2.10. Let S be an F-space, and B a uniformly closed, 
conjugation-closed subalgebra of C(S) of infinite codimension. Then there 
exists a subspace of Bi isometric to (I”)*. Consequently ;f A C B, A is 
quasi-complemented in C(S). 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that II, E B; 
thus B = Y, in the notation of Proposition 2.8. Let 
F = (k E v(S) : y+(k) contains at least two points}. 
Assume first that F is infinite. We may then choose an infinite sequence 
of elements fi , fi ,... in F, and compact sets Ni in y(S), such that 
Ni n Nj = 0 for i # j, and fi belongs to the interior of Ni for all i. 
Now choose for each i, pi and Qi in S with pi # qi and v(pi) = 
d!Ji) = fi * 7-l-l en f or each i, pi is not in the closure of 
{x : x = qi for some j, or x = pi for some j # i>, 
with a similar statement holding for qi . Now set P = Cpi : i = 1,2,...) 
andQ={qi:i=1,2,...}.ThenPn&= 0, since P and Q are 
relatively open disjoint F, subsets of P u Q. Moreover, P and p are 
each homeomorphic to /3N. (See page 210 of [5], for the fact that every 
closed subspace of an F-space is again an F-space; and problem 14N, 
page 215 of the same reference, for the fact that an F-space containing 
a countable dense set of open points is homeomorphic to /IN.) 
If we define 7 : P + Q by $8,) = qi for all i, then 7 extends 
uniquely to a homeomorphism T : P + Q. Of course, then 
dW = p’( x 1 f or all x E P since this holds for all x E P. Now define 
T : C(P)* + C(S)* by 
[T(F)](h) = +F(h 1 P - h 0 7 j P) 
for all F E C(p)* and h E C(S). 
Then T is a linear map, with 11 T 11 < 1; the Tietze extension 
theorem shows that T is norm-preserving. Indeed, fixing g E C(p), 
the function g, defined on P u Q by 
gl(x) = g(x) if x E P 
&44 = -A-w if xE$ 
is continuous on P u 9; hence there exists a function, h E C(S) with 
h I P u Q = g, and 11 h jlm = II g IIg) . Thus; T(F)(h) = F(g), so 
II W)Il 2 II F IL 
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Finally; T(C(P)*) C B-L. Indeed; fixing b E B, we may choose 
g E C(y(S)) with g(v(s)) = b(s) for all s E S, by Proposition 2.8. Then 
if x E P, 
44 - bW) = &w4> - dd~(X)N = 0. 
Thusb/P-- 0 T 1 P = 0, so T(F)(b) = 0 for all FE C(P)*. 
We have thus demonstrated that C(P)* is isometric to a subspace 
of Bl; since C(P)* is isometric to (I”)* the proof is complete if F 
is an infinite set. 
Now suppose that F is a finite set. Then q-l(k) must be infinite 
for some k E K. Indeed, the proof of Proposition 2.8 shows that 
B = {f E C(S) : f(x) = f(y) for all x, y E cp-l(k), for all k E F}. Thus 
if y-l(K) were finite for all K E K, B would be of finite codimension 
in C(S). 
An argument somewhat simpler than the one we have already 
given, shows that in this case, there exist disjoint closed sets P and 
& each homeomorphic to /3N, such that v(P) = ~(9) = {A>. Defining 
7 and T as above, we obtain similarly that T(v(C(P)))* is isometric 
to a subspace of B-L. 
This completes the proof of the first assertion of the theorem; the 
last assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 and 
Corollary 1.6. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The above proof actually shows that there exists a 
bounded linear operator from C(S)/B onto I”, under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.10. Indeed, the map U : C(S) + C(p) defined by 
U(h) = %[h 1 P - h 0 7 1 Is] has the property that U(b) = 0 for all 
b E B, since U* = T; hence U may be factored through C(S)/B. 
(The proof shows that U(C(S)) = C(P).) 
We need the following notation for the next result. Given a set E, 
card E denotes the cardinality of E; c denotes the cardinality of the 
real line (i.e. the continuum). 
THEOREM 2.11. (a) Let S be an F-space and A C C(S). Then if the 
cardinality of A* is less than 2’, A is quasi-complemented. Moregenerally, 
using the notation of Proposition 2.8, if the cardinality of y(S) is less 
than 2’ and if A C Y, then A is quasi-complemented in C(S). 
(b) Let I’ be a set of cardinality m and A C Z”(r). Then if 2m > c, 
A is quasi-complemented. 
Proof. (a): ,It suffices to prove the second statement. Indeed, 
since q(S) C B*, the first assertion follows from the second if we set 
B = A. 
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Now since S is an infinite F-space, S contains a subset homeo- 
morphic to /3N. Since card /3N = 2’, we have that card S >, 2’. 
Thus there must be some point p E y(S) such that v-l(p} is an infinite 
set. The proof of Theorem 2.10 then shows that YJ- contains a 
subspace isomorphic to (Z”)*, so A is quasi-complemented by 
Theorem 2.1. 
(b): We identify l”(F) with C(flF); of course /3F is an F-space. 
Now set B = A in the notation of Proposition 2.8. Then Y must be of 
infinite codimension in Z”(F). For card Z”(F) = 2m > c, but card 
A = c, since A* is weak* separable. Indeed, let fr ,fi ,... be a 
countable subset of A* with l/fi I/ = 1 for all i such that for all a E A, 
fi(u) = 0 all i + a = 0. Now let T : A -+ 1” be defined by Tu(n) = 
f,(a) for all a E A and n E N. Then T is one-to-one, so since card 
1” = c, card A < c. 
Thus, since Y is the closed conjugation-closed algebra generated 
by A and 21, , card Y = c also; hence card Z”(F)/Y > c, so Zm(F)/Y 
must be of infinite dimension. 
The assertion now follows immediately from Theorem 2.10. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The above proof and the remark following Theorem 2.10 
show that if A satisfies the hypotheses of either (a) or (b) of Theorem 
2.11, then Al contains a subspace isometric and weak* isomorphic to 
(z”)*. 
The final result of this section was suggested by some of the results 
in [28]. In the following, we restrict ourselves to the complex scalars 
for the sake of convenience; G denotes a locally compact abelian 
group, C,(G) and AI’(G) the Banach algebras of bounded uniformly 
continuous complex-valued functions on G, and the almost-periodic 
functions on G respectively. We use additive notation for the group 
operation here, and recall that f E C(G) is uniformly continuous if 
for all E > 0, there is a neighborhood U of 0 in G, such that 
/ f(x) - f(r)1 < E if x - y E U, for all x, y E G. Al’(G) may be defined 
as the uniform closure in C,(G) of all linear combinations of characters 
on G. 
/3G, &G, and G denote the spaces of multiplicative linear functionals 
(i.e. the maximal ideal spaces) of C(G), C,(G), and Al’(G) respectively, 
and ;r , ia , and i3 denote the canonical injections of G into /3G, /3,G, 
and G respectively. We let v i , v 2 , and v3 be the canonical restriction 
maps of /3G onto /?,G, BG onto G, and BUG onto G respectively. 
(Thus e.g. for each g E G (resp. T E PUG), is(g) (resp. ~~(7)) is the 
multiplicative linear functional on AP(G) defined by i,(g)(f) = f(g) 
(resp. Fa(T)( f) = T( f )) for all f E AP(G).) 
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(It follows from Theorems 3 and 1, pages 214 and 230 respectively 
of [20], that these restriction maps are actually onto, and that C@G), 
C@,G) and C(G) may be identified with C(G), C,(G) and AP(G) 
respectively.) 
We note that ii is a continuous l-l map with dense range for allj, 
and is a homeomorphism of G onto an open subset of fiG (resp. &G) 
for j = 1,2. Finally, G may be regarded as a compact abelian group 
with dual group equal to the dual of G endowed with the discrete 
topology, and i, is a homomorphism. (G is called the Bohr compacti- 
fication of G; for its properties, see pages 30-32 of [26].) 
THEOREM 2.12. Let G be a non-compact, locally compact abelian 
group. Then A is a quasi-complemented subspace of X in the following 
cases :
(1) A C C,(G), .X = C(G), and G is not discrete. 
(2) A CAP(G) and X = C(G). 
(3) A CAP(G) and X = C,(G). 
Proof. We shall need the following two facts in harmonic analysis, 
given as Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.5.2 respectively, in [26]. 
Fa: Every locally compact abelian group contains an open 
subgroup topologically isomorphic to R” @ G, , where n is a non- 
negative integer and G, is a subgroup containing a compact open 
subgroup. (R is the group of real numbers.) 
Fb: Every infinite compact abelian group contains an infinite 
compact metrizeable subgroup. 
We first prove (1). We shall show that v;‘(p} contains an infinite 
perfect set, for some p E /?G. 
Since G is nondiscrete and noncompact, we may choose sequences 
(xJ and (m) of distinct elements in G, with 
x, -+ 0 and Yn -+ DJ as fz-+co, 
and such that x, - x,’ # yVL - ym, for all n, n’, m, rn’ with n # n’. 
Indeed, if G contains a closed subgroup topologically isomorphic 
to R, the real numbers, this is obvious. If not, G contains an infinite 
compact open subgroup G, , by Fact a, and G, contains an infinite 
compact metrizeable subgroup H by Fact b. 
Now since G is noncompact, simply choose the yn’s in G by 
induction, with yi 4 G, and ym+i t$ Uj”=r yj + G, for all n. Then 
choose (xn) a sequence of distinct elements in H with x, -+ 0. (This 
method of obtaining the sequence yn ---f a is given in [26j.) 
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Now let N = urzl Ni , the sets Ni of natural numbers being 
pairwise disjoint and infinite for all i, and let n:i’ < np’ < *** be an 
enumeration of Ni . Then set 
and 
yi = (Ji) +y.. “1 3 . i<j<co} 
Y. = (yj : j = I, 2,...}. 
Finally, set Y = UT=, Yi . 
Then Y has no cluster points in G; thus Y is closed, and every 
bounded function on Y extends to a member of C(G), so il() is 
homeomorphic to /3N. Moreover, since the Yi’s are pairwise disjoint, 
il( YJ n il( Yj) = ,0 for i # j. 
-- 
On the other hand, iz(Yi) - i,(G) = iz( Y,,) - i,(G) for all i, since 
iff E C,,(G), 
limf(x,y) + yi) - f(yj) = 0. 
j-m 
- - 
Thus, let p E ia - i,(G); since ~,l(il(Yi)) = i2(Yi), we may 
choose for each i, a point qi E &( Yi) with ql(qJ = p. Thus VI(q) = p 
for all q in (q$ : i = 1, 2 ,... >. Now since (ql , q2 ,... > is an infinite 
subset of a Stonian space, its closure contains an infinite perfect set. 
Thus v;l{ p} contains an infinite perfect set, and so (I) follows from 
Proposition 2.7. 
We shall prove (2) and (3) at the same time, by showing that there 
exists a countable infinite subset Y of G, such that il(Y) and &(Y) 
are both homeomorphic to flN, and such that &(Y) contains a sequence 
of distinct elements converging to 0 (in G). It then follows, since 
qz(il(Y)) = y3(i2(Y)) = is(Y), that &{O} and y;l{O} contain infinite 
perfect sets in /3G and in BUG respectively, and hence Proposition 2.7 
applies. 
Let us say that an infinite subset Z of G, is uniformly discrete, 
if there exists a neighborhood U of 0, such that z # z’, z, z’ E 2 
implies x - x’ 4 U. 
Now evidently if 2 is uniformly discrete, 2 is closed and every 
bounded complex-valued function on 2 is automatically uniformly 
continuous on 2. Hence every such function extends to a member 
of C,(G) (c.f. [21]); th us it follows that if Y is a countable uniformly 
discrete set, iz( Y) (and of course iI( are both homeomorphic to 
/3(N). Thus to complete the proof, we need onIy show the existence 
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of a countable uniformly discrete set Y, such that i3( Y) contains a 
sequence of distinct elements converging to zero. 
Now if G contains an infinite discrete subgroup Y, i3( Y) is an 
infinite compact abelian group, and Y is of course uniformly discrete. 
Since ia then contains an infinite metrizeable subgroup by Fact b, 
the proof is finished in this case. 
Now if G contains no infinite discrete subgroup, then G contains 
no closed subgroup isomorphic to R and hence G contains a compact 
infinite open subgroup H by Fact a. Then G/H is an infinite discrete 
group, and so G/H contains a countable infinite subgroup IV, whose 
distinct elements we denote by wr , w2 , ws ,... . Now let 7~ be the 
projection map of G onto G/H, choose elements b, , b, ,... in G with 
n-(b,) = w, for all n, and set B = {b, , b, ,...}. Note that H + B is a 
(closed) subgroup of G; indeed 
H+B =+(W) 
(where H + B == (h + b : h E H and b E B}). 
Now set G* = i3(H + B). Then G* is a closed subgroup of G, and 
__ ~ 
G* = is(H) + is(B) = is(H) + i&B) 
because H is compact and i, is a continuous homomorphism. 
The group G*/&(H) is then an infinite compact abelian group, and 
so we may choose a sequence (2%) in G*/&(H) with an + 0 and z, # 0 -- 
for all n, by Fact b. Now choose c1 , cs ,... in &(B) such that 7r*ci = zi 
for all i, where n* denotes the projection map from G* onto G*/&(H). 
(This is possible since r*(&(B)) = G*/&(H).) It then follows that 
Ci $ ia for all i, and that the cluster points of the set of ci’s must be 
contained in is(H). 
Again, let N = Ui=1 Ni , the sets Ni of natural numbers being 
pairwise disjoint and infinite for all i. We may then choose pairwise 
disjoint subsets of B, B, , B, ,... such that 
{Cj : ,j E Ni} c i,o for i = 1,2,... . 
-- 
Indeed, we may choose relatively open subsets of ia( 17, , U, ,... 
such that Ui n Uj = o for i # j, and such that Ui 3 {cj : j E Ni}. 
(Simply choose pairwise disjoint open subsets of G, V, , V, ,... such 
that ci E Vi for all i E N; then set Vi = (UjsNt Vi) n i,(B).) Then set 
Bi = {b E B : ia E Ui}. 
Now let (xi) be a sequence of distinct elements in H with xi -+ 0, 
and for each j, choose hj in H such that ia is a cluster point of 
i3(Bi). (The existence of (xi) is guaranteed by Fact b.) 
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Finally, set Y = (b - hi + xi : b E Bj , j = 1, 2 ,... }. Since i3(hi) 
is a cluster point of ia( ia is a cluster point of &(Y) for all j. 
Moreover, distinct elements of Y belong to distinct cosets of H, 
since this is true of B. Hence Y is a uniformly discrete set such that 
is(Y) contains a sequence of distinct elements converging to zero, 
namely (ia(x Q.E.D. 
Remarks. 
(1) Actually the above proof shows that for any noncompact G, -- 
a countable uniformly discrete set Y may be chosen such that &(Y) 
contains an infinite closed metrizeable subgroup. Indeed, at the very 
end of the argument, we could have chosen the x,‘s to be a dense 
subset of a compact metrizeable subgroup of H. 
(2) If G is separable and noncompact, we thus obtain that C,(G) 
and AP(G) are quasi-complemented in C(G), and that /P(G) is 
quasi-complemented in both C,(G) and C(G). 
It is proved by Wells in [28] (c.f. pages 29 and 35) that for G equal 
to the group of real numbers, all of these assertions are false if the 
word “quasi-complemented” is replaced by the word “complemented”. 
(3) Theorem 2.1 holds over the real scalar field as well, where 
AZ’(G) is then defined to be the closure in C(G) of the real parts of all 
linear combinations of characters on G. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF TOTALLY INCOMPARABLE 
BANACH SPACFS 
We recall that two Banach spaces are said to be totally incomparable 
if they have no isomorphic subspaces. This concept was first 
introduced in [2.5], and a detailed study is given in [2&l. Theorem 1 
of the latter reference together with the main result of the Appendix 
enables us to develop quasi-complementation results based on the 
linear topological properties of A alone, and not on the way in which A 
is embedded in X. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 5’ have an infinite perfect subset, and A C C(S) 
be swh that for some 1 < r < 2, no subspace of A* is isomorphic to 
L’[O, 11. Then A is quasi-complemented. In particular, if A is a continuous 
linear image of some subspace of co or of some subspace of Lq[O, l] for 
some 1 < q < 00, then A is quasi-complemented. 
sw4/~-3 
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To prove the first assertion, we use the known fact that for every 
1 < r < 2, L’[O, I] is isometric to a subspace of L1[O, I] (c.f. [16], 
Corollary 1 of Theorem 7.2). It thus follows from Propositions 1.3 
and 1.4 that L’[O, I] is isometric to a subspace of C(S)* for all 
1 < r < 2. Now if there is some 7 with 1 < 7 < 2, such that no 
subspace of A* is isomorphic to L’[O, 11, then Al and L’[O, I] cannot 
be totally incomparable by Corollary 3 of [25c]. Hence A is quasi- 
complemented by Theorem 2.1. 
Now the results of the Appendix show that the second assertion 
of Theorem 3.1 is a particular case of the first. Indeed, let 
1 < 7, p < co. It follows from Case 2 of Theorem A2 that if X is a 
continuous linear image of a subspace of Lp[O, I], then X contains no 
subspace isomorphic to 1’ ij 7 < min(2, p}. Indeed, suppose this were 
false. Then there would exist B, a subspace of LP[O, 11, and T a bounded 
linear operator from B onto X, and Z a subspace of X isomorphic to 
I’. Then T : T-l(Z) -+ Z would not be compact since a Banach space 
is contained in its range. But T-l(Z) C LP[O, I], so T 1 T-‘(Z) must 
be compact by case 2 of Theorem A2. 
Next, we observe that if the Banach space X is a continuous linear 
image of a subspace of the Banach space B, then X* is a continuous 
linear image of a subspace of B*. Indeed, suppose that Y is a subspace 
of B and T is a bounded linear operator defined on Y with T(Y) = X. 
Then T* is an isomorphism from X* to a subspace of Y*. Now let 
S be a bounded linear map from B* onto Y*; then S-l(T*(X*)) is a 
closed linear submanifold of B*, and (T*)pl 0 S maps this subspace 
onto X*. 
Returning now to the notation of Theorem 3.1, we thus obtain that 
if A is a continuous linear image of a subspace of D[O, I], 
A* is a continuous linear image of a subspace of Lp[O, I], where 
(l/P) + (I/q) = 1. c onsequently A* contains no subspace isomorphic 
to Zr where 7 < min(2, p}. Th us for all 1 < q < CO, there is an 7 
with 1 < 7 < 2, such that no subspace of A* is isomorphic to 
L’[O, 11, so A is quasi-complemented. 
Finally, suppose that A is a continuous linear image of a subspace of 
c0 . Then A* has no reflexive subspaces. Indeed, suppose R were a 
reflexive subspace of A *. Then Proposition 1.2 implies that R* would 
be a continuous linear image of A. Hence R* would be a continuous 
linear image of a subspace of c,, . But a result of Grothendieck’s 
(Corollaire du Theoreme 1, page 173 of [6], c.f. also the final remark 
of the Appendix) asserts that every weakly compact linear operator 
from a subspace of c, to a normed linear space is compact; hence R* 
would not be infinite dimensional, a contradiction. Thus A must be 
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quasi-complemented in C(S) if S has an infinite perfect subset, by 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3 of [25c]. (In fact, Al must contain a 
subspace isomorphic to I’ for all 1 < r < 2, by Corollary 3 of [25c], 
Propositions 1.3 and 1.4, and [9].) Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Every C(S) contains a quasi-complemented, 
~~comp~eme~ted subspace. 
Proof. Suppose first that S contains an infinite perfect set. Then 
every separable Banach space is isometric to a subspace of C(S). 
(Indeed, this follows from Proposition 1.3 and the fact that this is true 
for S = [0, I].) Thus fix p, 1 < p < co, and let A be a subspace of 
C(S) isomorphic to some continuous linear image of Lp[O, 11; then 
A is quasi-complemented by Theorem 3.1, but uncomplemented 
since it is reflexive (c.f. [4], page 494). 
If S contains no infinite perfect sets, the argument does not use our 
preceding results. We first note that in this case, C(S) contains a 
complemented subspace isometric to c,, . Indeed, letting K’ denote 
the set of cluster points of the topological space K, we may choose 
s,, E S’ with s0 4 (S’)‘. Now choose xi , x2 ,... and infinite sequence of 
isolated points of S with x, ---f s0 as n -+ CO, and set 
A = (f E C(S) : f(x) = 0 if x # x, for some i>. 
Then A is isometric to cc, , and P : C(S) + C(S) defined by, for all 
f E C(S), 
Pf(x) = 0 if x # xi for any i 
WXi) = f(Xi> - f(4 for all i 
is a bounded linear projection from C(S) onto A. Thus 
B = {f f C(S) : Pf = O] is a complement for A. 
Now let D be a subspace of A, uncomplemented in A (The existence 
of such a space follows from [21], where it is shown that every 
complemented subspace of c, is isomorphic to c,, , and from [13], 
where subspaces of c0 non-isomorphic to c,, are exhibited.) Then D 
is uncomplemented in C(S). 
However, by Mackey’s result, we may choose a subspace E of A, 
such that E n D = (O} with E + D dense in A. Then E + B is a 
quasi-complement for D in C(S). Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. If X* contains an inseparable reflexive subspace, 
every separable subspace of X is quasi-complemented. If X* contains a 
reflexive subspace of cardinality greater than the continuum, and A C X, 
then A is quasi-complemented. 
Proof. Suppose first that B is a separable subspace of X, and R 
is an inseparable reflexive subspace of X*. Then BI must contain a 
reflexive subspace. Indeed, if this weren’t the case, B* would contain 
an inseparable reflexive space R, , by Corollary 3 of [2&l. Then R, 
would be weak* closed, by Proposition 1.2, and consequently there 
would exist a continuous map from B onto Rf. Hence RT would be 
separable, and thus (R,) ** = R, would be separable also, a contra- 
diction. Thus by Theorem 2.1, B is quasi-complemented. 
Now suppose that A C X and R is a reflexive subspace of X* of 
cardinality greater than the continuum. Again, if Al contains no 
reflexive subspaces, there is a subspace R, of A* isomorphic to a 
subspace of R of finite codimension, by Corollary 3 of [25c]. 
Then card R, > c, and so also card RT > c. (Indeed, for each 
f E RT with f # 0, let xf E R, with f (xf) # 0. Since there is a nonzero 
fW5 card(RT) > c. If card Rr = c, then 
card+, : f E R,*, f # O> = c, 
and hence the cardinality of the closed linear span of the xf’s would 
also equal c. But this equals all of R, by the Hahn-Banach theorem.) 
Thus in this case, we obtain a map from A onto (R,)*, a set of 
cardinality greater than the continuum, so card A > c. But card A = c 
since A is weak* separable (c.f. the proof of Theorem 2.1 l(b) above). 
This contradiction completes the proof of Corollary 3.3. 
The next result shows that X = I” satisfies the hypothesis of 
Corollary 3.3, and thus yields an alternate proof of the fact that 
every separable subspace of I” is quasi-complemented. (This was the 
method of our first proof of this result, in Theorem 8 of [25], and 
provided the original motivation for the concept of totally incom- 
parable Banach spaces). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (Z”)* contains a subspace isomorphic to an 
inseparable Hilbert space. 
Proof. Let G denote the Bohr compactification of 2, the additive 
group of integers (c.f. page 30 of [26J). The dual group of G is the 
circle group with the discrete topology, and the latter contains an 
independent subset n of cardinality c (the continuum). Thus by 
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Proposition 1.5, L1(G) contains a subspace isomorphic to a Hilbert 
space of dimension c, for both the real and complex scalar-fields. 
Since G is a separable compact Hausdorff space, there exists a 
continuous map from /3N onto G. Thus by Proposition 1.4, L1(G) is 
isometric to a subspace of C(#?N)* = (Z”)*, so (Z”)* contains a 
subspace isomorphic to a Hilbert space of dimension c (where 
dimension refers to the cardinality of a complete orthonormal system). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.3 may be employed 
to give an alternate proof of the fact that every separable subspace 
of C(S) is quasi-complemented if S is an F-space. (c.f. Theorem 2.9 
above). Indeed, every infinite F-space contains a subset homeo- 
morphic to PN (cf. page 215 of [a). Consequently if S is an F-space, 
C(S)* contains a subspace isometric to (I”)*, so this follows imme- 
diately from 3.4 and 3.3. 
Remark 2. Proposition 3.4 admits the following generalization: 
Let r be an in..nite set of cardinality nt. Then Z”(r)* contains a subspace 
isomorphic to a Hilbert space of dimension 2”‘. Combining this with 
Corollary 3.3, we obtain an alternate proof of Theorem 2.11 (b) 
(and this was indeed the proof sketched in [25] of this result). Com- 
bining this with Proposition 1.2, we also obtain that there exists a 
bounded linear map from Z”(r) onto a Hilbert space of dimension 2’“, 
where m = card I’. 
The final theorem of this section yields a partial converse to 
Theorem 2.1. We were led to this result by some recent work of 
Lindenstrauss. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let Y be a quasi-complemented subspace of X, a 
Grothendieck space, such that the unit ball of Y* is weak* sequentially 
compact. Then either Y is reJEexive and complemented, or Yl contains 
a reflexive subspace. 
Proof. Suppose that B is a quasi-complement. Let 7~ : Y --f X/B 
be the restriction to Y, of the quotient map of X onto X/B. ?r then 
has dense range, so the adjoint map r* : (X/B)* --f Y* is one-to-one. 
Now identify (X/B) * with B-L, and let S be the unit ball of BI endowed 
with the weak* topology. Thus S is a compact Hausdorff space, and 
r* is weak* continuous; thus S and V(S) are homeomorphic in the 
weak* topology. It then follows that S is weak sequentially compact. 
Indeed, let (xJ be a sequence of points in S. Then (TX,) has a weak* 
convergent subsequence, (TX,,), since the unit ball of Y* is weak* 
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sequentially compact by hypotheses. Thus (x,J converges weak*, 
and hence is a weakly convergent subsequence of (xn) since X is a 
Grothendieck space. 
Thus by Eberlein’s theorem, Bl is reflexive. Now if Y’ contains 
no reflexive subspace, then YL + Bl is norm-closed by Theorem 1 
of [25c]. By a result of Reiter’s (c.f. [24-j), Y + B is then norm-closed. 
Since B is a quasi-complement for Y, we have that Y + B = X. 
Hence Y is complemented, with Y* isomorphic to Bl. It follows 
that Y* is reflexive, and hence so is Y. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. 
1. Our proof of Theorem 2.9 shows that if C(S) is a Grothendieck 
space, Y C C(S), and the unit ball of Y* is weak* sequentially 
compact, then Yl contains a reflexive subspace. (In fact, Y-L contains a 
subspace isomorphic to L1[O, 11.) Nevertheless, if Y* is not weak* 
separable, Y need not be quasi-complemented. 
Indeed, Lindenstrauss has shown in [14] that c,,(r) is quasi- 
uncomplemented in Z”(r) if r is uncountable. Now actually the first 
part of our argument is quite similar to part of Lindenstrauss’ proof, 
and shows that if B were a quasi-complement for co(r), Bl would be 
reflexive (since the unit ball of (c,(r))* is weak* sequentially compact 
and Z”(r) is a Grothendieck space). 
Now the map 7r of our argument is also one-to-one, hence V* must 
have weak* dense range. The argument for Lindenstrauss’ result is 
then completed by observing that (c,(r))* may be identified with 
P(r); consequently since Bl is reflexive, Z-* must be a compact 
operator, and thus (c,,(r))* would be weak* separable, which is false. 
2. In the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.5 we demonstrated 
that if Y and X satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem and if B is a 
quasi-complement for Y, then Bl must be reflexive. It then follows 
that if X = C(S), f or some S, a quasi-complement for Y, if it exists, 
cannot be reflexive, nor can it be isomorphic to C(F) for any compact 
Hausdorff space F. (Of course, if Y* is weak* separable, we know 
that a quasi-complement for Y exists in this case by Theorem 2.9.) 
Indeed, we have that C(S)/B is reflexive, so B cannot be reflexive 
since C(S) is not. If B were isomorphic to C(F) for some compact 
Hausdorff space F, B** would be injective and hence complemented 
in C(S)**. But B** may be identified with (Bl)l, and C(S)**/(B’-)L 
is isometric to C(S)/B, a reflexive space. Thus (BJ-)I is not com- 
plemented in C(S) * *, since the latter is again isomorphic to the space 
of scalar-valued continuous functions on some compact Hausdorff 
space. 
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APPENDIX: COMPACTNESS OF OPERATORS 
FROM L"(p) TO L'(V) 
In Theorem 1 of [23], Pitt proved a result that implies that every 
bounded linear operator from IF to I’ is compact if 1 < r < p < co. 
The main result of this appendix (Theorem A2) generalizes Pitt’s 
result (and was discovered independently of it). This theorem is 
used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 below, which in turn is a general- 
ization of Corollary 6 of [25]. H owever, Theorem A2 is also of interest 
independently of quasi-complementation problems, and is essentially 
a result about the separable Banach spaces Zp and Lp. Its proof makes 
crucial use of some of the remarkable results of Pelczynski and his 
collaborators (c.f. [3], [IO], and [21]). 
Since the writing of the first version of this paper, it has come to our 
attention that certain of our results and techniques of proof below 
are closely related to published works in addition to those mentioned 
above. Thus, Lemma A3 is proved (by a different argument) in 
Theorem 1 of Kadec, “On conditionally convergent series in the 
space Lp ,” Uspeha Mat. Nauk. 11 (1954), 107-109 (Russian). This 
result has as an immediate consequence that if 1 < p < 2 and if 
(fk) is a sequence of elements in Lp with 111 fk 115 < co, there exists 
a sequence (Ed) with Ed = & 1 all k, such that C Ek fk converges in Lp . 
More general results than this are obtained in Nordlander, “On sign- 
independent and almost sign-independent convergence in normed 
linear spaces,” Ark. Mat. 4 (1962), 287-296 and in Lindenstrauss, 
“On the modulus of smoothness and divergent series in Banach 
spaces,” Mich. Math. J, 10 (1963) 241-252. Moreover, our proof and 
use of Lemma A3 is closely related to that of Lemma 1 of the latter 
reference. 
We shall need the following definitions and notation. 
If (en) and (f,) are Schauder bases for the Banach spaces E and F 
respectively, (e,) is said to be equivalent to (f,) if Cz==, Xfien converges 
if and only if C h, fn converges for any sequence of scalars X, , X, ,... . 
The sequence (x,) in a Banach space is called a basic sequence if it 
is a basis for the closed linear span of its elements. 
Given (X, Y, IL) a positive measure space, Lp(,u) denotes the space 
denoted in [4] by L,(X, ,40, p). The set E E Y is said to be an atom 
of TV if p(E) > 0 and such that for all F with FE Y, F C E, either 
p(F) = 0 or p(F) = p(E). We say that p is atomic if every measureable 
set of positive measure contains an atom of CL. (Thus when we say 
that a measure is not atomic, we mean it is not purely atomic, in the 
terminology of some authors.) 
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We first need the following simple result, which is a slight 
generalization of problem 30, page 513 of [4]. 
LEMMA Al. Let X be a weakly conditionally compact normed 
linear space, Y a Banach space, and T : X --+ Y a linear operator. 
Then T is compact $ (and only if) for all sequences (xn) in X, 
(*I x,~ -+ 0 weakly + TX, -+ 0 in norm. 
(Recall that X is weakly conditionally compact, means that for 
every bounded sequence (x,) in X, there exists a weak Cauchy 
subsequence (x,J, i.e. (f(qJ) is a convergent sequence of scalars 
for all f E X*.) 
Proof. We first note that a sequence (x,) in X is a (weak) Cauchy 
sequence if and only if for every pair of subsequences (~~0 and 
bn,)> x?tj - xm, converges (weakly) to zero as j tends to Infinity. 
(This useful observation is due to Pelczynski.) 
Now, suppose that T satisfies (*) for all sequences (xn). Let (zJ 
be a bounded sequence in X. We must show, (Tz,) has a convergent 
subsequence. First, let (yJ be a weak Cauchy subsequence of (zn). 
Now let (p,) and (q,J be an arbitrary pair of increasing sequences of 
indices. Thus, yp, - ya, ---t 0 weakly. Hence T(yDn - y4,) -+ 0 in 
norm. Thus (Ty,) is a Cauchy sequence in Y, so by completeness 
of Y, (Ty,) converges. (We omit the proof of the converse, which 
is well known and incidentally requires no assumptions on X and Y 
whatsoever.) Q.E.D. 
We are now prepared to state and prove our main result. 
THEOREM A2. Let (X, Y, p) and (xl, Y’, v) be measure spaces 
such that L1(p) and Ll(v) are injinite dimensional. Let 1 < r, p < co 
with r < p. 
Then every bounded linear operator from a subspace of LP(p) to L’(v) 
is compact, in the following cases: 
1. TV and v are atomic. 
2. v is atomic, and 1 < r < 2. 
3. TV is atomic, and 2 < p. 
Moreover,zyl <r,p < ooandp <r,orifr (pandpandvare 
such that p, v, r, and p do not satisfy any of the conditions 1, 2, or 3, 
then there exists a noncompact bounded linear operator from L@(p) to 
L’(v). 
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Proof. Let T : B -+,9(v) be a bounded linear operator, where 
B is a subspace of D(p). Let (xn) be an arbitrary sequence of elements 
in B with x, --t 0 weakly. To prove that T is compact, it suffices to 
prove, by Lemma Al, that TX, --t 0 in norm. Now since T is con- 
tinuous, T is weakly continuous, so TX, -+ 0 weakly. Since weak and 
norm sequential convergence are the same in Ll(v), for v an atomic 
measure, this disposes of cases 1 and 2 for r = 1. (This part of the 
Theorem is well-known; indeed the above argument shows that 
any bounded linear operator from a reflexive space to Ll(v) is compact 
for u atomic, and this is stated in problem 34, page 515 of [4]). 
So, suppose that 1) TX, \I7 + 0. By replacing (xJ with a subsequence 
if necessary, we may assume that inf, I] TX, 11 > 0. Then we have also, 
of course, that inf, /I x, I] > 0, by the continuity of T. We shall now 
obtain a contradiction if the conditions in any of the three cases are 
met. 
We first consider case 1. Any separable subspace of L” of an atomic 
measure space is isometric to a subspace of I for any k. Now it follows 
from Lemma 1 of [2Z] and C.l and C.2 of [3] that if 1’ < k < 00, and 
if (zn) is any sequence in Zk s&h z, -+ 0 weakly and inf, jj z, Ilk > 0, 
there exists a subsequence (2;) of ( z,, w zc is a basic sequence equivalent ) h ’ h 
to the unit-vector-basis of lk (where (e,), the unit-vector basis of P, is 
defined by ek( j) = 8,’ for all k and j in N). Since any subsequence of 
the unit-vector-basis of lk is equivalent to it, we may thus choose a 
subsequence (xn,) of (x%) such that (x~,) is equivalent to the unit- 
vector-basis of $ and (Tx,J is equivalent to the unit-vector-basis of 
P. It now follows that we may choose positive constants K and 6 such 
that for all m and scalars 01~ ,..., a, ; 
* (g I CQ I’)l” G /1 i$ aiTxni I/ G K (i I ai IT)“‘. 
Thus, for all m, 
m 
llc Ii X% < KmlJp and a=1 
Thus 
6mllr < 11 T 11 Krnl/p or 
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which is impossible for m(ilr)-(llp) -+ 00 as m -+ co. This contradiction 
completes the proof of case 1. 
In case 2, we first consider p satisfying 2 < p < cc. The proof 
for the case where 1 < p < 2 is delayed until after case 3 is 
established. 
Now Corollary 5 of [IO] asserts that if (xn) is any sequence in Lp with 
a, --+ 0 weakly and inf I/ Z, IIP > 0, there exists a subsequence (&) of 
(2%) which is a basic sequence equivalent to the unit-vector-basis of l2 
or of 1P. (As the authors of [ZO] point out, their proof holds in LP 
of any measure space.) Again, we may thus choose a subsequence 
(xn,> of (4 such that (xnj) is a basic sequence equivalent to the unit- 
vector-basis of P or of Z2, and such that ( Tx,~) is equivalent to the unit- 
vector-basis of I’. The restriction of T to the closed linear span of the 
x,~‘s is thus a noncompact operator from a space isomorphic to 1~ or 12, 
to a space isomorphic to I’, and this is impossible by case 1. 
We first prove case 3 for 1 < Y < 2. As in the proof of case 1, 
we may choose (xn,) equivalent to the unit-vector-basis of rP. Now the 
closed linear span of the Tx,~‘s is isometric to a subspace of Lr[O, 11. 
(Indeed, it is known, and a fairly simple consequence of Theorem C, 
page 173 of [8] and Lemma 5, page 168 of [4], that any separable 
subspace of L’( v is isometric to a subspace of L’[O, 11.) We thus ) 
obtain a bounded noncompact linear operator S : P + L’[O, 11. But 
this is impossible, for then S* : Ls[O, l] --+ P is noncompact, where 
(l/p) + (l/q) = 1 = (l/r) + (l/s). However, since 2 < s < cc and 
1 < q < 2, we obtain from case 2 that S* is compact, if s < CO 
(i.e. Y f 1). For s = GO, we apply the Grothendieck factorization 
theorem ([7] Corollaire 2, p. 61). 
Since Zq is isomorphic to a subspace of L1[O, l] (Kadec, [9]), 
Grothendieck’s theorem implies that there exist bounded linear 
operators U and V with U : L” + l2 and V : l2 + P such that 
S* = VU. By case I, V is then compact, hence S* is, a contradiction. 
(We could also have deduced directly that S is compact, using 
Theorem 5.2 of [26], which implies that any operator from IP to 
Ll(v) may be factored through a Hilbert space.) 
If 2 < Y we may, as in the proofs of cases 1 and 2, choose (x~,) a 
subsequence of (xn) such that (x~,) is equivalent to the unit-vector- 
basis of lp and (Tx,J is a basic sequence equivalent to the unit-vector- 
basis of lr or of 12. We thus obtain a noncompact operator from P to lk, 
where k = Y or 2, and this is impossible by case 1, since p > k. 
We now return to the proof of case 2, with 1 < Y < p < 2. 
We first need the following lemma, due jointly to Donald Sarason 
and the author. 
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LEMMA A3. Let 1 -=c p < 2, and let fi ,..., fie be given functions 
in LP. Then there exist numbers ci = il all i, 1 < i < k, with 
Proof of Lemma A3. Letting (l/p) + (l/q) = 1, we recall 
Clarkson’s inequality: For any two functions f and g, 
llf + g II”, + llf -g II”, < 2(llfll:: + II g IliY’. 
Fixing f and g, let E = f 1 be such that 
llf + Eg II”, = mi4llf + g II”, 2 llf -g II”,>. 
We thus obtain from Clarkson’s inequality that 
or 
Ilf + %? II”, < (Ilfll; + Ilg Iw-’ 
llf + %? IIS G (llfll; + l/g lIP-l)a’g. 
Since (q - 1)&/q) = 1, th is establishes the lemma for the case of 
two functions. 
Suppose the lemma were established for k = 1z, and suppose 
n + 1 functions fi ,..., f,+r are given. We may then choose pi ,..., E, 
with II qfi + a*- + c,f, II; < II fi 115 + **- + llfn II; and Ei = fl all 
i. Now choose ~,+i = f 1 with 
Thus /I Ei fi + **a + cn+r fn+l 115 < Cy=?i’ 11 fi 11; so the lemma is 
established by induction. (When p = 2, we remark that by using the 
parallelogram identity, a similar argument shows that the ci’s may be 
chosen with ci = f 1 all i and 11 Ct=, Ei fi II: >, &, 11 fi 11: .) 
Assuming now that p < 2, we may choose (y,) a subsequence of 
(x,) such that (y,J is an unconditional basic sequence, by C.l of [J]. 
(This means that if C h,y, converges, it converges unconditionally.) 
Indeed, the closed linear span of the x,‘s is isometric to a subspace 
of D[O, 11, and LP has an unconditional basis, the Haar-orthogonal 
system (c.f. {21] and the references given there). Thus there exists 
a constant K > 1 such that for all k, scalars 0~~ ,..., cyh: , and numbers 
Ei= fl, 1 <i<k, 
I/ "1% + "' + &kYk I/P < KII E1"lYI + *-' + ‘koLkyk 119 
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(c.f. 1.4, page 152 of [3]). It thus follows immediately from Lemma A3 
that 
II "lY1 + ... + "fJk IID < C(l a1 IP + ... + I "k ly'p 
for any k and scalars oil ,..., ak, where C = Ksup, 11~~ lip . 
Thus S : P -+ LP(p) defined by 
Wk)) = 2 “kYk 
k=l 
for all (q) E I”, 
is a well-defined linear operator, of norm at most C. Since 
inf, I] TX, 11 > 0, the operator T o S is not compact. But T o S must 
be compact by case 1, for T 0 S is an operator from lp to L'(v) where v 
is atomic. 
It remains to prove the last assertion of Theorem A2. It is an easy 
consequence of the following three facts: 
Fl. The identity map injecting lp into 1’ is continuous and non- 
compact, if p < r. 
F2. There exists a complemented subspace of Lp(p) isometric 
to I@, for all p and 1 < p < co. 
F3. If p is not atomic, LP(p) contains a subspace isomorphic to Z2, 
which is the range of a bounded linear operator defined on 
Lp(p), for all 1 < p < co. 
We leave the deduction of the last assertion from these facts to the 
reader, as well as the verification of Fl and F2, and proceed to 
demonstrate F3. It is known that there is a complemented subspace 
of Lp[O, I] isomorphic to Hilbert space for 1 < p < 03 (c.f. 
Proposition 5 of [21]). L1[O, l] 1 a so has a subspace isomorphic to 
Hilbert space (c.f. Proposition 1.5), and any separable Banach space 
is a continuous linear image of Ll[O, l]. 
It thus suffices to prove that if p is not atomic, there exists a 
complemented subspace of Lp(p) isometric to D[O, 11, for all 
1 < p < CO. To see this, first choose E a measureable set of finite 
positive measure, such that E contains no atoms of TV. Assuming for 
the sake of convenience that p(E) = 1, we may then choose 
measureable subsets of E, Eni, where 1 < i < 2” and n = 1, 2,..., 
such that 
p(Eni) = (l/2*), E,’ = E2+ u E:;, , 7a+1 and Eni n Ei = m 
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for all n and all i # i’ with 1 < i, i’ < 2”. It follows from Lemma 5, 
page 168 of [q and page 173 of [S] that the closed linear span of 
fxg : 1 < i < 2”; n = 1,2,...j 
in L$) is isometric to Lp[O, l] (where xK denotes the characteristic 
function of the set K). 
We shall complete the proof of Theorem A2 by now showing 
that there exists a bounded linear projection P mapping L+) onto B. 
For each integer n, define T, : L+) -+ B by 
Then, I] T, 11 = 1 f or all n; and for each f~ LP, the sequence (T,(f)) 
converges in norm. The operator P defined by P(f) = limn+m Tn(f) 
is the desired projection. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. Let 1 < p < 2. We obtain from Lemma A3 of the 
above proof, that if (xn) is an unconditional basic sequence in LP[O, 11, 
Cz=‘=, (unxn converges for any sequence of scalars (an) satisfying 
C,“i 1 cylt jp < co. It then follows that zj’B is a subspace ofLp[O, I] and 
T : B -+ lp is a noncompact bounded linear operator, there exists a 
subspace X of B, isomorphic to B, such that T is one-one on X and T(X) 
is closed (i.e. T 1 X is an isomorphism). Indeed, choose (x,) in B with 
x, -+ 0 weakly and TX, + 0 in norm. Then choose (x ) an uncon- 
ditional basic subsequence of (xn) such that (TX,,) is equyvalent o the 
unit-vector-basis of B, which is possible by the results in [3]. It then 
follows that (xn,) is equivalent to the unit-vector-basis of P, and the 
closed linear span of the x,~‘s is the desired subspace X. 
This is false if p > 2. Indeed, let P be a bounded linear operator 
from LP[O, I] onto E2, and let i : l2 -+ IP be the identity map. Then 
T = i 0 p is noncompact, yet T(L@[O, 11) contains no subspace of 
&. For such a subspace of P would be isomorphic to a quotient of 
Z2, i.e. to Hilbert space, and this is impossible by case 1 of Theorem A2. 
Remark 2. If one uses the factorization theorem given in Theorem 
5.2 of [16], the proof of case 3 for Y = 1 actually shows that every 
bounded Z&ear operator from L”(v) to La(p) is compact, if,~ is atomic and 
1 < q < 2. Since there exists a bounded linear operator mapping 
L”(v) onto Z2, the above assertion is false if 2 < q < 00, or if p is 
arbitrary and p is not atomic (c.f. the facts used at the end of the 
proof of Theorem A2). 
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Remark 3. We obtain immediately from Theorem A2 the known 
result that L+) and L’(V) are totally incomparable Banach spaces 
under the conditions in cases l-3 respectively. (c.f. [25c] for the 
definition and properties of totally incomparable Banach spaces.) 
D’(p) and L’( v are also totally incomparable if ) 
4. v is atomic, 1 < r < 00, 2 < p < 00 with r # 2 and 7 f p 
since Kadec and Pelczynski prove in [IO] that for all 2 < p < NJ, 
every subspace of D[O, I] contains a subspace isomorphic to 1~ or I”. 
Moreover; L”(X) and U(p) are not totally incomparable if s, Q, h, 
and /I fail to meet any of the conditions 1-4. (If s = q, this is trivial; 
if neither h nor /I are atomic, then both LS(h) and L*(p) contain a 
subspace isomorphic to 12; finally; if h is atomic and /3 is not, the joint 
negation of conditions 24 reduces to q < s ,( 2. But Kadec shows 
in [9] that for these values of p and s, L*[O, l] contains a subspace 
isomorphic to I”.) 
Remark 4. Lemma Al and the results of [3] may be used to prove 
the following generalization of a result of Grothendieck (Corollaire 
du Theoritme 1, page 173 of [6]). 
Let B be a subspace of c,, , Y a Banach space, and T : B -+ Y a 
continuous linear operator. If T is not compact, there exists a subspace 
Z of B isomorphic to c,, , such that T(Z) is closed and T is an isomorphism 
from Z to T(Z). To p rove this, suppose T is not compact. Since c,, 
is weakly conditionally compact, it follows by Lemma Al that 
there exists a sequence (x~) in B with x, -+ 0 weakly and TX, -+ 0 
in norm. By passing to subsequences, we may assume that 
inf, /I TX, I/ > 0. Since TX, + 0 weakly, it follows from the results 
of [3] that we may choose a subsequence (x%,) such that both (x,,) 
and ( Tx,~) are basic sequences, with (x~,) equivalent to the umt- 
vector-basis of c0 . But then the continuity of T and the fact that the 
Tx,,‘s are bounded away from zero, shows that for any sequence (aj) 
of sialars, C CU~TX,$ converges if and only if cyi --+ 0 as j + 00. The 
result then follows by letting Z equal the closed linear span of the 
x,,‘s. (This generalization is in turn a consequence of known results 
and a Lemma of Pelczynski’s which establishes the same conclusion 
under different hypotheses (c.f. Lemma 1 of his paper “On strictly 
singular and strictly cosingular operators I”, Bull. Acad. Polons. 
Sci. 13 (1965) 31-36)). 
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